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Welcome to Convening Design

We believe convenings have 

enormous potential to drive impact.
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A History of “Meetings that Change the World”
In its 100+ year history, The Rockefeller Foundation has hosted convenings that changed the trajectory of entire fields.
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Why Engage in a Convening 

Consultation?

Many convenings never achieve their full 

potential.

Convening strategy and design can bridge the 

gap.
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How We Support Convening Success

•

•

•
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Early Results are Promising

Post-convenings surveys indicate that convenings receiving strategy and 

design support have higher evaluation scores, including on:

•

•

•
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How Design Generates Better Results (1/2)
Strategic design maximizes the impact of a convening.
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How Design Generates Better Results (2/2)
Tactical design realizes the full potential of gathering a particular group of people, in a particular moment.



Testimonials
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What conveners have to say about the impact of design on…

…on the power of a sharp purpose: …on securing stakeholder commitments:

…on building and sustaining coalitions: …on advancing towards strategic goals:



Resources & Examples
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Getting Started

Access these resources at: https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/bellagio-center/why-convening-design/
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Begin realizing your convening’s full potential today.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/bellagio-center/why-convening-design/


The Rockefeller Foundation Design Team

• Marlee Margolin, Design Practice Lead: Oversees convening design at The 

Rockefeller Foundation, including managing the consulting team and integrating 

learning across the portfolio.

• Sarah Geisenheimer, VP Convenings & Networks: Leads Convenings and 

Networks at The Rockefeller Foundation, including the design practice and Bellagio 

Center programming.

• Convening Design Consultants: Team of expert designers who support 

organizers on individual convenings.
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Who you might engage with through the consultation process.



Other Common Convening Typologies:

• Share Learning: A host delivers content, 

knowledge, and insights for participants to 

enhance their practice.

• Invite Learning: Divergent perspectives 

gather to help the host to learn and expand 

their thinking on a problem. The host leaves 

with new insights and ideas for their work.

• Amplify a Message: Partners gather to 

launch, promote, and celebrate a new 

initiative, organization, or coalition. 

Participants carry the message forward.

• Leverage a Global Moment: Build on a 

milestone in the global development agenda 

to publicize a strategic priority.

Map a Landscape: Diverse stakeholders 

uncover the nature of a complex problem, 

build a shared understanding, and ideate 

on potential opportunities.

Forge Alliances: Groups or individuals 

build relationships and foster collaboration 

and support.

Discover a Path Forward: Engaged 

groups or individuals consider a 

specific challenge or opportunity and 

decide how to address it.

Accelerate Action: Members of an 

existing coalition or partnership refine 

a plan of action and/or secure 

resourcing commitments.

Strategic Convening Typologies:

A common language around a convening’s purpose is critical for aligning all stakeholders, identifying the resources required to 

convene effectively, and moving groups towards an intended outcome. In architecting a theory of change, purpose typologies 

provide the scaffolding for strategically sequencing and resourcing convenings for maximum impact.

Convening Typologies (Illustrative)



June 2022 August 2022 October 2022 (Bellagio) Implementation Meeting OUTCOME

PURPOSE

Create a forum for listening, map a 

landscape, build relationships.

PURPOSE

Acknowledge shared purpose and 

move toward shared vision + 

strategic areas of focus.

PURPOSE

Confirm strategic areas of focus and 

develop a plan for each.

PURPOSE

Actualize the plan for implementation 

toward the 2024-2026 shared vision

If we’re successful, we 

will have achieved:

EEO Outcomes:

• EEO grantees 

aligned on vision

• Clarity of direction 

for the body of 

work

DRAFT 

PLACEHOLDERS:

• # partnerships 

formed 

• # tax policies passed 

that are aligned with 

the group’s the 

shared mission

• $ or % cost savings 

to average working 

family

• # political leaders 

directly influenced

• Formation of an 

ongoing strategy for 

collaboration

PARTICIPANTS

~50 people across a range of 

stakeholders

PARTICIPANTS

Options: (A) June convening 

participants, (B) subset of June 

participants

PARTICIPANTS

TBD based on June/Aug

PARTICIPANTS

TBD

REQUIRED INPUTS

● Pre-event messaging 

● Individ. Pre-work + survey

● Questions for discussion from 

conversation catalysts

REQUIRED INPUTS

● Kitchen-cabinet reviewed POV 

document for reaction

REQUIRED INPUTS

● Pre-thinking/pre-reads to 

spark innovative thinking 

about collaborations

● Draft roadmap for reactions

REQUIRED INPUTS

● Recommendations document 

and roadmap

KEY OUTPUTS

● Internal identification of 

committed actors, potential 

points of conflict, beginning of 

landscape document

PARTICIPANT TAKEAWAYS

“II am more familiar with others’ 

priorities. Now is the time to act toward 

a shared vision. This is the beginning 

of a convening series to develop a 

shared vision and plan.”

KEY OUTPUTS 

● Strategy document that 

captures key priorities and 

areas of consensus.

TAKEAWAYS

“I have a clearer picture of where we 

must collectively focus.”

KEY OUTPUTS 

● Recommendations that will 

inform a roadmap to be 

developed following the 

session

TAKEAWAYS

“I know how we are going to address 

the challenges and opportunities: what 

I can do, what others will do, and how 

we will coordinate.”

KEY OUTPUTS 

● Agreed upon plan  with clear 

ownership for actions

TAKEAWAYS

● “Working together, this is 

possible. I am committed to 

leveraging my network and 

organization to deliver this 

vision. I know the role I will 

play in execution.”

JUNE 

2022

AUGUST 

2022

OCTOBER

2022

North Star Purpose: Align disparate stakeholder groups around a common vision for a better tax landscape for working people, 

and to forge new relationships that enable collaborations focused on impact in 2024-2026.

NOVEMBER 

2022

Tax Policy Convening Journey



North Star Purpose: Build the buy-in, partnerships, and commitment necessary to 

fund and launch GEAPP.

DESIGN ARC 1 PLAN LAUNCHDESIGN ARC 2

OUTCOMES

(1) Principals 

aligned and 

committed

OBJECTIVES

(1) Align on 

purpose 

(2) Energize + 

warm

(3) Secure early 

commitments*

KICKOFF

OUTCOMES

(1) Top level model 

defined

(2) Working team buy in 

secured

OBJECTIVES

(1) Explore and 

understand the 

landscape of needs and 

opportunities

(2) Converge around 

core strategic decisions 

and value propositions

(3) Align and decide

OUTCOMES

(1) Partners attracted and buy-in 

gained

(2) Model refined

OBJECTIVES

(1) Arc A: Generate bold ideas about 

what structure and governance model

would lead to scaled impact

Arc B: Generate bold ideas for specific 

concept for SPX in a target country

(2) Converge around and refine a 

concept to operationalize

(3) Align and decide

OUTCOMES:

(1) Commitments 

secured and 

finalized

(2) Success metrics 

defined

OBJECTIVES

(1) Roadmapping

(2) Operational 

decision-making

(3) Identifying 

metrics and KPIs

OUTCOMES:

(1) GEAPP 

operations 

begin

OBJECTIVES

(1) Broadcasting

(2) Solidifying 

and scaling 

partnerships

(3) Begin 

operations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Feb 10 Feb 24 Mar 10 Mar 24 Apr 7 Apr 21 May 5 May 19 Jun 2 Jun 16

With 

principals

With 

principals

With 

principals

With 

principals

Additional bilateral or small group meetings as needed

Single arc Arc A

Arc B

Single arc

Example: GEAPP
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